
Ice and Climate 
ATMS 514/ESS 535 

Instructor: Professor Cecilia Bitz, PhD in UW 

atmospheric sciences 1997 

Lecture notes and/or ppt will be posted ASAP after 

class 

Course web site 

http://www.atmos.washington.edu/~bitz/514_2011/ 



Grading 

40% Homework 

20% Participation and leading paper discussions 

40% Final project report (5 pages of text) and 

presentation 

Reading will be from journal papers and occasional 

book chapters. No text book required. 

Reading assignments if password protected link 

http://www.atmos.washington.edu/~bitz/514_2011/ 

username: climate 

password: iscool 



Snowball Earth seminars this quarter by Hoffman, 

Pierrehumbert and Warren! 

Hoffman 4/7 3:30 

Pierrehumbert 4/14 3:30 

Warren 5/19 3:30  



Class format 

Lecture - some projected some on chalkboard 

Paper discussions 

Guest lectures/student presentations (at end) 

Computing lab a few times 

Syllabus and Schedule is online and will be updated 

regularly with new reading and posted material. 



Past project topics and students: 

Sea ice - Bill Lipscomb !! 

Oxygen isotopes - Kurt Cuffy, Christine Massey !! 

Cause of CO2 variations - Eric Steig !! 

Ice age ocean circulation - Robert Pincus, Von Walden !! 

Changes in Antarctic mass balance - Bonnie Light !!

Ice sheet surface energy balance - Dave Morse !! 

Younger Dryas - Ken Young !! 

Bedrock depression and rebound - Tony Gades, Steve Fox !! 

Topographic changes - Ash Mahesh !! 

Topography ice age initiation - Doug Clark !! 

Mars polar cap - Rob Boime !! 

Cloud feedbacks in climate - Tracy Furutani !! 

Albedo Feedback - Jennifer Francis !! 

Initiation of an ice sheet in GCM by Milankovitch - Harry Stern !! 

more listed on web site 



Current Reading Assignments  

Enderton and Marshall (2009) first seven pages at 
least for Thursday 3/31 

Notz (2009) first two pages for 4/5 

Hoffman et al (1998) all for 4/7 

  volunteers to lead the discussion of Hoffman et al? 



Blue Marble Project snow/ice composite for February 





K. Steffen 



What controls the 

pattern of warming? 



What is causing ice shelves 

like the Wilkins on the Antarctic 

Peninsula to disintegrate? 



What is the role of sea 

ice and polynyas for 

ocean and ice shelf 
dynamics? 



What caused the 100k-yr (late Pleistocene) ice-ages? 

Clark et al 1999 

filtered 

insolation 

(bad match) 

filtered ice 

volume 



“Climate scientists still do not understand how subtle shifts in 

insolation at the top of the atmosphere are converted into massive 
changes in the ice volume on the ground.”    

Raymo and Huybers, 2008 



Clark and Pollard 1998 



Clement and Petersen 2008 The cause of DO and H 

events is still far from certain 



Ramstorf 2002 

keying off older ideas 
of Rooth and Broecer 



60-90N surface land temperatures 

How does this compare to the NH mean? 

Why did temperature decline in 1950s and 60s? 

What is the role of volcanoes? 



Daily operational snow/ice map using visible and microwave satellite 

imagery http://www.natice.noaa.gov/ims/ 

What data are 

used to evaluate 

and monitor the 
cryosphere? 



Daily operational snow/ice map used to make timeseries of sea ice 

areal extent http://www.natice.noaa.gov/ims/ 

How are they 

presented and why? 



http://nsidc.org/arcticseaicenews/ 

How are they 

presented and why? 



Climate Impacts of the 

Northern Annular Mode (Winter) 

Air Temperature 

+2°C - 2°C 0°C 0 

Precipitation 

+1 - 1 
cm per month 

L 

H 
Northward shifted 

stormtrack 



Air Temperature Precipitation 

+2°C - 2°C 0°C +1 - 1 0 
cm per month 

Chicago < - 18°C 

 3:1 odds - : + phase 

Novosibirsk < - 29°C 

 4:1 odds - : + phase 

Paris < - 3°C 

 4:1 odds - : + phase 

Paris > 0.5 cm snow 

 6:1 odds - : + phase 

Extreme Weather Impacts of the 

Northern Annular Mode (Winter) 



Is it as sensitive to climate forcing as advertised? 

Why is it retreating in the Arctic but advancing in the 
Antarctic? 

Why is it warming most in winter but the positive ice 

albedo feedback is in summer? 

What controls the sea ice edge? 

Sea Ice 



Ice Sheets 

What controls mass balance? 

What are the basic feedbacks with climate? 



K. Steffen 

What controls ice sheet mass 

balance? 


